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News

National Fenestration
Awards – 2020 Winners

The second week of December 2020 saw the virtual
National Fenestration Awards
– and what an event it was
with all the big names from
the supplier side of the industry competing for gongs.
A Whopping 3 for VBH
Hardware firm VBH was shortlisted in four categories – and
won three of them. For the second year running, VBH was
crowned Hardware Company of

the Year. VBH also recorded wins
in the Social Networker and
Young Person categories, through
Marketing
Manager
Gary
Gleeson and Northern England
Area Sales Manager Tyler Shutts
respectively. Customer Service
Team Leader in VBH’s Gillingham
head office, Louise Eagle, finished as runner up to Tyler. Gary
Gleeson says “I am, of course,
thrilled to have won this individual award. However, we see all
these wins as a reflection of how

hard the whole VBH team works
to make our customers’ working
days easy, as well as recognition
of the excellent products and
services on offer.”
vbhgb.com
Picture: For the second year
running,VBH was crowned
Hardware Company of the
Year at the National
Fenestration Awards – whilst
also winning in two other
categories.


Accidents Will Happen
A free interactive Collision
Map has been launched
showing road safety data
across Britain.
As well as plotting all collisions dating back to the beginning of 2011, the map allows
users to examine the data by
region, council area and postcode and to compare figures
for 2018 with 2019.

The data reveals some interesting headline stories:
• There has been an overall
reduction in the number of both
collisions and casualties in
2019 across mainland Britain
– by 4.3% and 4.8 %.
• Scotland has seen the largest
reduction in collisions in 2019
– down by an impressive
12.4%.

• London has a high number of
collisions and casualties but the
the lowest number of people
dying.
• The total number of collisions
resulting in a person being
killed or seriously injured
increased in 2019 by nearly
1% – to 25,080. i
CollisionMap.uk
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News
National Fenestration
Awards – 2020 Winners
Hat-trick for Morley
Morley Glass & Glazing also got
three first place finishes at the
NFAs. The integral blinds manufacturer came out on top in
Integral Blinds Company and
Best Use of Video and shared
IGU Manufacturer jointly with
Clayton Glass. It is the business’
fourth consecutive year taking
home the IGU Manufacturer
prize and third time as winner
of the Integral Blinds Company
category. The business was also
one of three companies named
a Covid Hero by the awards, as
acknowledgement of its investment in virtual showrooms for
installers during and after the national lockdown.
morleyglass.co.uk
Thermoseal seals it
Thermoseal Group, the manufacturer of warm edge spacer systems and distributor of over
2,500 insulated glass components, was named Spacer
Bar Manufacturer of the Year.
Head of Marketing and Communications, Samantha Hill, said:
“Thermoseal Group won the
award with the highest percentage of the open-platform votes.
We have added this to our large
collection of awards over recent
years.”
thermosealgroup.com

Eurocell Win Two
Eurocell, the PVC-U building
products firm won with first place
in the Recycling Company category and also first place for
Trade Counter of the year.
Eurocell was also awarded second place, in the Conservatory
Roof Fabricator/Manufacturer
category.
eurocell.co.uk

Enduring
Having got third last year,
Endurance Doors took the crown
as the overall winner in the Composite Door Manufacturer of the
year category. Endurance Doors
has invested considerably across
the business and today is one of
the most trusted and respected
brands in the sector.
endurancedoors.co.uk

Vickies
Victorian Sliders took the Vertical
Sliding Window Company
category for the second year
running. “We’re absolutely delighted to be named winners for
the second year,” said Group
MD Andy Jones.
victoriansliders.co.uk

Colour conquests
Deceuninck nearly conquered all
the opposition to take the Colour
Specialist at the NFAs but had to
accept joint first place with
Kolorseal. “To win Colour
Specialist 2020 is a fantastic
end to the year”, said MD Rob
McGlennon in December 2020:
“Particularly because the indusSystems Company
try chooses the NFA winners.
Kömmerling won Systems Com- Last month our sales were 62%
pany of the Year for the second colour.”
successive time and was also deceuninck.co.uk
runner up in the PVC Company
category. Kömmerling parent Unprecedented fourth
company of Profine UK often win Business Micros took Digital Speawards for marketing – 2021 cialist of the year for a fourth
will see the company attempting time in a row. At the end of a
to excel as it supports customers year when online connectivity
through a new decade.
was more important than ever,
kommerling.co.uk
the company’s customers and
colleagues showed just how
Positive end
much they appreciated the work
Stellar Aluminium Systems got the done by voting for BM in the
New Product gong. Clare online poll.
O’Hara, MD at Epwin Window bm-touch.co.uk/installer
Systems, said: “It is good to end
2020 with something positive.” fenestrationawards.co.uk i
stellaraluminium.co.uk

Vaccine To Boost Building
Homes England is hoping
the Covid-19 vaccine will
reverse the slump in new
build homes.
The government house builder
has reported a year-on-year
drop of 56 per cent in the
volume of homes started for
market sale in the first half of
this year. The government’s
housing accelerator reported
6 | News | The Installer

just 2,416 houses were started
from April to the end of September compared with 5,052 in
the previous year.
Nick Walkley, CEO said:
“Homes England has been
working closely with delivery
partners and colleagues in
government to support the
sector to build back its capacity. The confirmation of £12 bil-

lion of funding through the
affordable homes programme
should give confidence to the
sector to support delivery over
the next five years.”
Homes England said positive
economic data such as November’s purchaser managers
index and the development of
more effective vaccines would
aid further recovery. i

THE MULTI-AWARD WINNING
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Made for Trade complete investment in
enhanced safety delivery ﬂeet
Made for Trade have announced a signiﬁcant long-term
investment in the expansion of their ﬂeet of delivery
vehicles. Each of the 10 new vehicles also comes
equipped with another MFT design innovation, changing
the way their products are handled both at the factory
and also at delivery sites, the new design signiﬁcantly
decreases risk and puts safety of their employees ﬁrst.
MFT’s announcement, along with other news of their
product expansion is a strong indication of their industry
position and growth plans throughout 2020-2021 and
beyond.
“For some time, we have been looking at the handling
challenges presented by the loading and unloading of large
heavy products from our wagons and we had some good
design ideas of what we wanted to achieve. With sales
dictating a need for more wagons to satisfy increasing
delivery requirements we took the opportunity to kill 2
birds with one stone and had a custom ﬂeet developed
with local vehicle suppliers. We think this is a ﬁrst in
fenestration and is a signiﬁcant step forward in transport
safety.” Chris Wann. Business Manager.
2020 has been a tough year for many businesses within
the fenestration industry and some of the industry
heavy hitters are either gone or have been signiﬁcantly
reshaped. Thankfully, it has not all been doom and
gloom and there are many winners as a market driven by
home improvements went stratospheric. With ongoing
investment in new vehicles, additional staff and the
expansion of their delivery coverage, Made for Trade really
do mean business as they enter 2021 in a strong position
with some exciting new developments on the brink of
release into the market.
FLEET IMPROVEMENTS
The new 12-tonne Rollaﬂex vehicles have been
commissioned from a local vehicle supplier with the
functional design concept provided by the engineering
team at MFT. The brief was to come up with a costeffective loading and unloading solution which minimised
the risks associated with manual lifting and provided a safe
means of working at a height. Health and safety is one of
MFT’s top priorities when it comes to the welfare of their
staff and the safe delivery of their products.

The logistics cycle starts off with the doors being moved
from coded dispatch racks and loaded onto specially made
stillages at ﬂoor level. As each door is placed onto the
stillage a set of soft slings are ﬁtted to predetermined safe
positions depending on the style of door. Once all stillages
are full, the wagons move into the loading positions, the
retractable curtain is drawn back, and the stillage is moved
by forklift onto the wagon bed and locked into place.
Once at the customers site, the driver conducts a risk
assessment, cordons off the area and uses an articulated
crane mounted to the vehicle bed for the safe and secure
unloading of the door from the wagon to the ground in
readiness for the customer to collect. The new design
ensures that manual lifting of the doors is eliminated and
that the operator is always safe, even when working from
the unprotected wagon sides to attach the crane hook to
the slings via a retractable barrier.
DELIVERY COVERAGE EXPANSION
The addition of more vehicles to the ﬂeet also allows MFT
to increase their delivery coverage area to include several
new postcodes in Scotland. This move, the implementation
of the ﬁrst phase of a larger growth plan, cements the
company’s intention to provide their top class service to
customers that had previously struggled to obtain MFT
door products alongside the Korniche lantern roof which is
delivered nationwide.
For more updates on this news, new product releases and
to see how MFT provide the BEST PRODUCTS, at the
BEST PRICES with the BEST SERVICE, head over to www.
madefortrade.co and register online to receive regular
emails.
We would also like to take this opportunity to say a big
thanks to all our customers in what has been a turbulent
2020. Your loyalty has contributed entirely to our great
sales volume, which in turn allows us to maintain the level
of investment needed to improve service and expand our
trade product range available to you, our customers.
With these improvements to our service and 2 new
products ready for launch in the new year, here’s hoping for
a smoother journey in 2021
www.madefortrade.co
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ONLY
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the door. Lead time is based on a standard colour. Postcode restrictions apply
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The GGF Health & Safety Column

Use Lessons From 2020
To Prepare For 2021
The GGF’s James MacPherson writes
on the subject of business risk and
continuity planning for 2021.

2021 has the potential to be
on par or even more
challenging than 2020, yet it
also has the potential to be
easier because of the lessons
we may have learned.
We have seen that many businesses in our sector are resilient,
agile and flexible. Next year they
may have to continue to demonstrate these traits to prosper.
Prepared for almost anything
It is important that companies stay
focused on the future and what is
within their control. That is not to
say not to keep an eye on what is
not in their control – I always say
it is best to plan for the worst and
hope for the best and you will be
prepared for almost anything.
So with that in mind here are
some tips and ideas that it
may be worth adopting as we
enter the New Year.
Developing Foresight – whilst
we don’t want to worry too much
about the near future, we still
want to ensure we at least know
what may be coming. So with
Brexit for example, it’s advisable
to find out the key sources of
information, sign up to mailing
lists for the government departments and the HSE.
Joining groups formed by small
business experts or formal trade

associations and professional
bodies are great ways to stay in
the know, especially on local or
specific areas.
Gathering information can help
you spot potential or pending
risks to your business and can
prepare you, your business and
your people to cope with the challenges these risks could present.
Business Risk Assessment –
critically review your business
and assess your procedures, your
capacity and your resources and
ask if you can absorb change or
if you need to change to adapt to
any change.
A useful exercise is to introduce
learning games to your staff. Get
a diverse group of your workers;
get some refreshments, a white
board and post-it notes; then start
by picking a system, a supply
chain, a department or a process.
Create a scenario that would
challenge or even stop if there
was another global pandemic or
Brexit caused materials to doubled in price. What would the
business need to do to survive?
H&S Risk Assessment –
learning games such as these
above can be applied to more
everyday scenarios such as working at height. Get a group to
imagine an employee falls off a
ladder. What happens? Are our
health and safety policies and
procedures working as well as
they can? Could we do more? Do
we want to do more? What does
doing more entail?
Your staff may have plenty to
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contribute and their answers,
thoughts and views may help
inform your business decision on
what to do next.
Focus on your culture – start
now if you haven’t already on
building a stronger and more
positive culture in your business.
Increase your employee engagement, create multiple feedback
channels so employees can communicate up the chain to leaders.
Ensure your leaders are visible
and that they communicate and
update employees regularly –
and in the most open and honest
way. Be empathetic with your
employees they have been
through tough times with you this
year and they are also likely to be
feeling the strain. Perhaps ask a
senior leader (or leaders) to ring
round the staff to say thank you
for their work and efforts. The
impact could be very positive and
it could make a difference to
working
relationships
and
company cultures as we head
into the challenges of next year.
Thrive and prosper
Those that have used 2020 as a
catalyst for change and collaborated with their employees are
more likely survive future challenges and thrive and prosper. i
Here’s to a healthy and
prosperous New Year from
all at the GGF. James
MacPherson, GGF Health,
Safety and Environment
Manager – pictured.

Get FENSA Approved and start
winning more work.

Conservatories & Rooflights

The Installer Complete
Guide To Rooflights
Peter Daniel, Product Innovation
Director at The Rooflight Company,
discusses all you need to know about
rooflight installation for both period
and new-build properties.
They are great for aesthetics as
well as our mental and even
physical health – making them
coveted by homeowners and
architects alike.
Yet when it comes to installation, there are circumstances that
can make fitting a rooflight more
involved – that being the relative
Rooflights make stunning de- age of the property you’re
sign features in any property. working on. Obviously, installing
Not only do they let in natural a rooflight in a new-build or
light, they also provide a modern-ish property is quite
clear, uninterrupted view out, straight forward but you may be
connecting the inside and less confident when it comes to
period properties.
the outside.

If you are working with a
period property, t
hen more
than likely you will be dealing
with old timber joists. They may
be not perfectly parallel anymore. Traditionally, it was preferred to fit rooflights between
existing rafters on period properties because it is easier to
navigate older roofs that way
but this trend has shifted more
recently as homeowners are
less afraid of having more invasive work done to achieve their
dream result (i.e. bigger
rooflights).
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Conservatories & Rooflights
On the rafter or
between the rafter?
Regardless of the property
ty’s
y age
though,
g there are two
tw
w ways to
installll a rooflight. On the rafter
or betw
tween
w
the rafter. Each
gives a slightly different finish.
The best way to install the
rooflight will depend on what
kind of roof yyou are working
with and the desired
d
result.
For roofs with deep build-ups
such as clay tiles, installing on
the rafter will achieve a finished
look where the rooflight sits flush
to the roofline, which is obviously very desirable. This is an
easier way to install a rooflight
because it requires less structural work. The clear opening
needed to fit the product directly
onto the rafters is the same as
the structural dimension of the
rooflight, so it is a relatively noninvasive process.
However, if the roof you are
working with has a very shallow
build-up, such as slate, then the

rooflight will sit noticeably
higher than the roof level if installed on the rafter. To achieve
a completely seamless external
finish you should install the
rooflight betw
tween
w
the rafters instead. This method will require
a bigger structural opening so
that the rooflight has room to sit
within and below the existing
rafters.
Flashings
Either way,
y you need to be sure
what rooff finishing you're using
as each will require different
flashing solutions. This is essential to get right to ensure no
water can get in around the
edges and cause damp or
water damage to the property
ty.
y
Distance
Additionally, if there is more
than one rooflight to install on
the same roof, you need to consider the distance they should
be apart. There are preferably

set dimensions which mean
most installations should fit
either side of existing joists.
However, this will depend on
what finished look the property
tyy
owner wants to achieve.
Don’t worry though, if at any
point during installation you
p
h
have
any complications, you
can normallyy contact the manufacturer of th
h product you are
he
using, and they should have an
army of experts on-hand to help.
If you work with the Rooflight
Company, the firm has a specialist Builder, Contractors and
Merchants team on hand to answer any questions you have as
well as full online installation
manual and demonstration
videos to support
p
you on your
first few installlations!
l
i
For more about the Rooflight
Company’s flat and pitched
heritage and contemporary
rooflights, go to
therooflightcompany.co.uk
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Conservatories & Rooflights

Supalite Success
Despite A Challenging
Year

The Installer magazine talks to
SupaLite Technical Director Alan
Watters about the SupaLite Tiled Roof
System and Sky Vista glass system,
what happened during Covid and
what 2021 might bring.
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Conservatories & Rooflights
How was 2020 for SupaLite?
As has been the case for most
businesses, hugely stressful, certainly through the first lockdown.
When the challenges you face not
only affect your customers and
their customers but your staff too,
it adds an extra pressure, particularly when the crisis is something
you have never had to navigate
before. After a solid start to the
year, having to close operations
in March was tough. Through that
time we supported staff as much
as we could and kept customers
informed every step of the way.
When we opened our operations again, we were able to hit
the ground running and celebrated record levels of sales. It’s
no secret that the home improvement industry has been much
stronger than most industries in the
second half of the year as consumers attentions turned very
much to their homes during the
lockdown.
Despite the supply chain challenges the industry has faced,
with demand outstripping supply,
we have managed to still offer our
7-10-day lead times, which has
been testament to the strength of
our supply chain partnerships.

We also decided to look again
at our SkyVista roof, the goal is to
make it better for our customers by
reducing installation times. Our kitbased roof systems have been
hugely popular with our installers
but we wanted to make things
even easier. The high-performance
solid tiled roof with full-length
glazed feature panels will be updated in the first quarter of 2021.

formance solution for exciting
new-build projects.
What are SupaLite’s plans for
2021?
For us, it’s all about providing our
customers with the service and
products that will help them grow
their business.
Big changes are being implemented internally to provide our
customers with much more support. We are changing the way
we do business. Our customers
will notice a greater emphasis on
our communications and providing real time information. With
that in mind, we are planning to
add to our exceptional product
range and launch some new
products next year to strengthen
our offering and give our customers an additional competitive
advantage.
With more and more people set
to work from home and spend
more time at home, we want to
give our trade partners new markets to tap into. 2020 has been a
successful year for us, despite the
challenges the industry and economy has faced, and 2021 is set
to be an exciting one - and will
mark the beginning of the next
chapter in SupaLite’s history. i

What are your thoughts on the
sector, going forward?
Despite the uncertainty around
Brexit, I’m expecting the home improvement market to continue to
thrive in general and the replacement conservatory roof sector to
continue to grow. With major holidays abroad off the cards for
many next year as the world looks
to get back to some form of normality, homeowners will have money
to spend and home improvements
will undoubtedly benefit.
Demand has been increasing
thanks to a desire from homeowners for conservatories and orangeries and that popularity
shows no signs of slowing down.
Our roof systems will continue to
help fabricators and installers
across the country win new business, as quality retro-fit products
And despite the uncertainty, to replace tired conservatory or
you have kept on investing orangery roofs – or a high-per- www.supaliteroof.co.uk
haven’t you?
We have. We felt it was important
not to rest on our laurels so used
the enforced time out to look at the
business and see how we could
make it even better. More and
more customers are wanting to
access complete roofs, so we invested around £300,000 in a
second new Haffner machining
centre at our headquarters in Preston to meet that rising demand,
as well as investing in improving
our manufacturing software to increase efficiency.
And we also invested in new
staff, increasing our workforce by
30 per cent since May to continue
to deliver the level of service our
customers have come to expect.
16 | Conservatories & Rooflights Promotional Feature| The Installer

Doors

New Sofa?...
New Front Door?
Asa McGillian believes that the lines between
home improvements and home décor are
blurring – so homeowners might choose new
wall paint, a new sofa and a new door all at the
same time.
Asa McGillian, from composite door manufacturer Apeer,
writes – at one time, replacement windows were all white,
residential doors were all
black or blue and nobody
ever thought about matching
the interior decorations with
these building elements.
But that has changed.
Recent years have seen a revolution in the design and specification of windows and doors,
made possible through production technologies that allow the
detailed customisation of materials, designs, textures and
colours.
Coloured windows
Coloured windows are a case in
point. Almost half of all replacement windows ordered now are
in colour or woodgrain, something that is made possible by
the availability of foils but also
by more fabricators installing
their own sprayshops.
At Apeer we invested in two
paint lines that allow us to customise our residential doors,

matching RAL colours and even
individual elements. That trend is
continuing as more homeowners
realise that they can closely
match their new windows and
doors to their interior décor…
when done well it can look
amazing!
A shift in home styling
Now that homeowners are thinking about colour and design for
their new windows and especially if they are choosing a new
front door, what was a quite distinct thought process towards
‘home improvements’ is now part
of a more holistic approach.
New windows may be part of a
process that still has its roots in
performance – the main drivers
are still weather protection, insulation and security – but the specification process now includes
colour and style.
Even truer for
residential doors
The trend towards more colourful
and stylish front doors, has been
in play longer than for windows
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Doors
advances the work done in previous strategies to reach the homeowner directly and does so
in a manner that is overtly
‘lifestyle’ in its approach. We are
unashamedly selling the dream!
We use images of healthy,
happy families, lovely kids and
parents, people enjoying their
successful lives. When we
address security for example, it’s
through families being safe and
sound tucked up in bed. When
it’s thermal performance, families
are wrapped up against the cold
and returning to a lovely warm
home.
Beautiful homes
Crucially the homes we show are
beautifully
decorated
and
furnished and the doors we
show are almost incidental but
very much a part of that whole
lifestyle.

as people have been a little
more willing to have a splash of
colour on the front door to signify
a degree of individuality, rather
than anything too radical.
British homeowners are notoriously conservative and few will
risk the ire of their neighbours by
changing the aesthetic balance
of a neighbourhood. But when
almost 1 in 2 homeowners now
choose colour on their window
frames, new improvers are
becoming more avant-garde –
and with some great results.
The assertion is that the selection process for doors and windows is more akin to choosing

Video messages
We produced a range of video
containing all the messages as
above and we broadcast them
through YouTube, Facebook and
other social media channels. It
worked. At the end of lockdown
1, homeowners were queuing to
improve their homes and as part
of that, we handed hundreds of
leads to our dealers throughout
the UK and Ireland. We have
now refined the rest of our martraditionally decorative elements keting assets – and they are all
of the home – with homeowners ready for our existing and new
now able to extend their colour dealers and installers.
schemes throughout the inside
and outside of the home.
Anything can happen
With an installed price of We may not see decorating
around £1,500, residential stores displaying residential
doors are highly affordable – doors alongside paint and wallespecially when considered paper just yet. But online, anyagainst the cost of home furnish- thing can happen. And here,
ings, such as sofas, for example. Apeer will continue to blur the
lines between home improveMarketing strategy
ments and home décor. Why not
All of which is reflected in take a look at what we are
Apeer’s new marketing strategy doing? i
and the range of materials that
have been produced to fulfil www.apeer.co.uk
these concepts. Our approach
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W Smart:

Solar powered
integral blinds
The latest in innovative Italian design, the eco-friendly W Smart is a
solar powered, wire-free motorised blind system utilising Venetian
or pleated blinds, encapsulated within a 20, 22 or 27mm cavity double
glazed unit. For the smartest homes.

ORDER TODAY
Tel: 0113 277 8722
Email: info@morleyglass.co.uk
Direct fax for quotations: 0113 277 8723

Morley Glass & Glazing Ltd, Unit 3, Leeds 27 Industrial
Estate, Bruntcliffe Way, Leeds LS27 0HH

Quotes
available in
60 minutes.

www.morleyglass.co.uk
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Products & Projects

Bifolds Star In1920s Bar
Ragdale Hall Spa in Leicestershire has opened its new
Twilight Bar, which showcases AluK’s BSF70 bi-folding
door system.
Installer Fearns of Carlton has used the AluK system to create open-out bi-folding windows for the new 1920s themed
cocktail bar and lounge. These can be opened up completely on two sides to let guests at the destination spa enjoy
uninterupted views of the adjoining garden.
The slim profiles and elegant lines of the windows
complement the luxurious, art-deco styled interior of the
Twilight Bar.
Jak Fearn from Fearns of Carlton explained: “We recommended the AluK BSF70 system because it met the criteria
that the designer Concorde had laid down – simple operation, clean lines, bold colour and a quality finish.” i
Thanks to the product’s easy-fit design, demand for TuffX’ Infinity rooflights has been
steadily growing, amongst both builders and specialist window installers.
One company turned to TuffX when a rooflight solution was required for a new extension in
Brighton, where the homeowners wanted to maximise the natural light in their new space.
United Cloud Construction installed the rooflights on the low
pitch roof of a single story garden room extension to the rear
of the customer’s property.
“The process was quick and easy, thanks to the innovative
design, even with it being my first time using the product,”
says Adrian of United Cloud Construction. “Straight out of the
box, the two units were simply slotted on to the upstand and
then finished internally. The two units I ordered were with me
on site within five working days and the sales team made the
ordering side quick and simple.”
Infinity rooflights also come with an option of glass finishes,
including clear, solar and privacy glass and bespoke sizes are
available on request. i tuffxglass.co.uk

After months of anticipation, Business Micros’ new TOUCH Vendor remote selling software for
installers is now live and available to purchase from the website. It comes with the big
advantage of a month’s free trial to allow users to see just
what a difference the software could make to their business.
In lead generation mode, it’s a user-friendly design tool which
web visitors can use to create their choice of doors and windows
online and submit an enquiry via the website. This can then be
instantly converted into a quote and priced up automatically with
no re-processing.
In virtual sales mode, it lets installers use a more advanced design
tool to create fully specced windows and doors themselves on a
screen shared with the customer, in field sales and survey mode, it
adds in measurements so that the homeowner gets a quote in real
time during a socially distanced sales visit.
Installers can visit the website now to see demos of TOUCH
Vendor and register their details. Once registered, they can access
the TOUCH Store to purchase the software and get their month’s
free trial. A live chat service on the website is available to provide
fast, friendly help and advice. i bm-touch.co.uk
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Diamond Blades

Norton Clipper has expanded its diamond blade offering with
the addition of its latest performance tier. The new ‘Standard’
range is designed for light to medium-duty building, construction and maintenance tasks.
The blade is available in three categories: Standard Ceramic, Standard Universal and Standard Breton. They are available in a range of
sizes to ensure suitability for all types of cutting machinery including angle
grinders, tile, chop and masonry saws.
Adrian Hough, Country Manager at Saint-Gobain Abrasives, comments:
“Our new entry level Standard blades have been developed alongside and with
the feedback of contractors and builders and complement our existing family of quality product and performance tiers, Classic, Pro and Extreme. Each tier provides users with the right amount
of power and durability for each application – using the correct blade can guarantee users a smoother
and faster cut, whilst extending product lifecycles to save money and time spent on replacements.
“We are confident that both professionals and DIYers alike will be thrilled with this new range of diamond blades, which prioritises user safety and delivers great results, time after time.” i saint-gobain.com

Luxury external shading manufacturer, Caribbean Blinds,
recently completed its most creative installation of the
Outdoor Living Pod, in collaboration with landscaping firm
Limebok Landscaping.
The Outdoor Living Pod was installed in late May, taking just two
days to complete.
Stuart Dantzic, MD of Caribbean Blinds, explains: “As a Caribbean
Blinds first we incorporated a water feature into a living wall on the
boundary side of the pergola. Screening was also added to the adjacent side of the outdoor kitchen and to the separate play area to provide protection from the weather but with a view through so as not to
enclose the space. Finally, lighting and heating options were integrated into the structure for year-round use.”
Dantzig adds: “Our committed team were on hand throughout the
entire process to discuss every detail with both the landscaper and
client, with a shared vision of the end result.” i cbsolarshading.co.uk

Over 60 Keylite Roof Windows have been installed in new
homes and flats in the Brooke Close housing development
in Margate.
The Roman Fields development required 60 Keylite Polar White
PVC Centre Pivot, Thermal Glazing Roof Windows to be installed
in each of the houses and two Keylite White Painted Centre Pivot,
Thermal Glazing Roof Windows with Smoke Ventilation Kits in
each of the block of flats.
Scott Ridgen, MD at the designer Urban Surveying says: “The
aesthetics of Keylite Roof Windows really appealed to us, especially knowing how they would sit on the roof lines and create a
point of differentiation for this particular project. We’ve actually
gone ahead and specified more Keylite Roof Windows for another project we are currently working on, so it’s safe to say we are
very impressed.”
Gary Lambert, Director of installer Complete Roofing says: “Keylite Roof Windows were a pleasure
to install. The Flick-Fit brackets are pre-fitted to the window, making them fast and easy to secure into
the prepared roof opening. We wouldn’t hesitate to work with them again.” i keyliteroofwindows.com
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Introducing the ultimate marketing blueprint.
Only from Purplex - the PR, digital and
creative agency for ambitious companies.
Discover why more companies choose Purplex as their marketing
and digital partner. Book a Zoom call, telephone 01934 808 132,
email grow@purplexmarketing.com
or visit purplexmarketing.com

Scan here to book your
free Zoom marketing
consultation

Trade News

PVC-U Recycling Reaches New High
According to the latest
figures, the UK and Ireland
collected and recycled a
total of 143,428 tonnes of
waste PVC across all PVC recycling formats in 2019. Window profiles and related
building products account
for 47% of the total PVC recycled across Europe.
Recovinyl was the largest contributor to this total, registering a
total of 769,233 tonnes of PVC
waste entirely recycled in Europe in 2019.
Industry concern continues

over changes to the Basel
Convention, which will come
into effect from 1 January 2021.
Simon Scholes, MD of Veka Recycling says that while the legislation
will
mean
more
paperwork, it also forces the industry to be more professional
and offer a reliable and sustainable service to companies handling waste PVC. He comments:
“As an industry, of course we
will overcome these future hurdles. We’ve invested too much
time, money and passion not to
make it succeed.” i

New Technical
Project Manager

Jonathan Crohill has joined the technical
team at Garnalex as Sheerline Project
Manager. He will be responsible for overseeing and delivering new Sheerline products,
expanding on the current window and door
range.
With 25 years’ experience in the industry, Crohill
started his career aged 17 on the shop floor fabricating conservatory roofs, which sparked his interest in product design and development. Having
undertaken lead design roles at both Synseal and
Eurocell, he has a vital understanding of product
design and development.
Crohill says: “The research and investment
Garnalex has put behind Sheerline is exactly what
aluminium needed. The substantial manufacturing
facility also shows a real commitment, giving a
great deal of confidence to fabricators and installers. I’m excited to be joining at such a key
phase of growth for the company as I have no
doubt it will be a success.” i

13 new recyclers joined the
Recovinyl network in 2019.

Thermoseal Rises To
The Challenge

Thermoseal Group has invested significant
additional funds in the extensive reconstruction of a building to accommodate a raft of
new equipment to further increase automation and poduction of its Thermobar and
Thermoflex Warm Edge Spacer.
The new site on Challenge Way, Martland Park
in Wigan, which is a stones-throw from Thermoseal Group’s other main manufacturing and
warehouse sites, will now be the Group’s ‘Centre
for Innovation and Manufacturing’. With Brexit
imminent, it has also become a primary site to
house increased stockholding of raw materials
and finished goods.
MD Gwain Peterson says: “In conjunction with
the purchase of this new building, we have also
taken on a new Production Manager Mauro
Asciona to oversee Thermoflex Production, as well
as additional warm edge production staff.” i
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Scott’s Corner

Don’t Stop Thinking
About Tomorrow

It’s even more important that companies remain visible
during the time of Covid. Purplex MD Andrew Scott
discusses how companies can make the most
out of PR in 2021.
There looks like there will be
little let-up in country-wide
business disruption until the
Covid vaccine has been
rolled across the UK writes
Andrew Scott. Yet the home
improvement industry continues to operate well above
expected levels.
The good news is the outlook
for 2021 appears positive with
more people working from home
and avoiding spending their
money on long haul holidays.
But that doesn’t mean 2021
will not be without its challenges
– and there is set to be more winners and losers, than ever before.
Winners
Businesses have already had to
react and adapt their marketing
strategies, with some scaling
back and others stopping altogether. The winners will be those
who invest to acquire market
share while the losers will be
those who stand still.
It has been proven that
businesses that actively engage
in marketing and strategic communications are more likely to
grow and will come out the other
side of a crisis stronger.
Cornerstone
With its ability to shape perceptions and build credibility, PR is
the cornerstone of all marketing
endeavours and is even more important in the current climate.
During uncertain times, consumers gravitate towards brands
they know they can trust and

there is no better way to build
trust in your brand than through
good PR.
One thing the Covid-19 pandemic has done is to make the
nation more addicted to news,
media and their mobile phones,
so it is vital that you sit across all
those channels with your PR.
But how do you secure the
coverage you need and
reach your customers in this
new Covid age? Here are my
tips to make sure your PR
delivers.

brand through word-of-mouth.
After all, when it comes to brand,
people trust people.
Be seen offline
Ironically, despite the digital shift,
the best way to build your brand
is offline. Showrooms, radio,
local PR, local newspapers, supporting charities and sponsorship
all instil trust and credibility and
as a result, amplify online results.
Of course, online communication platforms such as Zoom and
Microsoft Teams have been lifesavers during the last six months,
providing us with convenient
ways to keep in touch with our
customers. Face-to-face PR will be
even more important this year
whether it be traditional or
online.

Be where your customers are
Being where your customers are
is vital. The digital shift since
Covid-19 has been rapid as
more and more people have migrated to digital-first in their daily
lives.
When ‘normality’ returns, we
will be living in a new era of digital and it’s important that your PR
has a strong presence online.
Almost every publication or
media outlet will have a website
so, even if you can’t get your
story in print, editors should still
be able to put it up online.
Don’t forget the fundamentals
Of course, the fundamentals of
People trust people
PR don’t change, whether you
These stories can also be easily are in a global pandemic or not,
shared on social media, with so continue to cut through the
LinkedIn the place to maximise noise and deliver the quality concustomer engagement and brand tent editors are looking for and
exposure. As the largest global get creative with eye-catching ad
community of business profes- design and copy. i
sionals, decision-makers and influencers, sharing your PR will get purplexmarketing.com
you noticed and grow your
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Comment
Happy New Year
We know 2020 was one of the toughest – for businesses and for
families. I hope all of our readers, contributors and advertisers
had a great Festive Season and are now looking forward to a
positive 2021.
The new decade won’t start out any easier than the last one
finished – yep, in case it escaped your notice, another decade
begins – but things will get better as they always do.
2021 will see The Installer magazine and TheInstaller.pro doing
our bit to present positive stories (and we won’t shirk from our
duty to bring you the less good news as well).
The FIT Show in May is one of those very positive landmarks on
the horizon – both The Installer and sister title, The Fabricator
will be out in force as we have committed to having an extensive
hospitality space as we show our confidence that the industry
will be in fully fledged bounce back by then.
You can find all the latest daily news at TheInstaller.pro
National Fenestration Awards
I was surprised at just how positive 2020 closed with a huge
number of supplier companies recognised at the virtual National
Fenestration Awards.
And so many came away with recognition of their efforts that
we have turned over the majority of this issuess News to
highlight what a good job has been done to show just how
resilient this industry is. We are proud to serve it.
Accidents Will Happen
I normally reserve my December comment to wish our readers
not just the compliments of the season but also to remind them to
take care of themselves.
However, with 2021 looking as if it will start with all manner of
pressures upon us, I thought I would wait until now to say there
are many dangers – from the virus through to falling off ladders,
so please take care...especially on the roads.
One of our minor News stories is about a free interactive
Collision Map that has been launched showing road safety data
across Britain. Take a look. I don’t suppose that just because you
live and work in a low or high accident area that you are more
or less at risk – but you can identify black-spots and remind
yourself there is no reason in the world to rush anywhere (or
rush a job) if it puts your wellbeing (and that of your family) at
risk.
Be safe in 2021.
Brian J. Shillibeer, Editor
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Unit 3, Lloyd Street, Parkgate, Rotherham, S62 6JG

Tel 01709 710100 Fax 01709 525262
Email info@connaughtconservatories.co.uk

www.connaughtroofs.com

Three Solid Roofs - One Fabricator

www.connaughtroofs.co.uk

Give us a call for all your Conservatory Roof needs on

01709 710100
WE DO MORE - SO YOU DO LESS

PROFINDER
Tel: 07932 243 008

Access Systems

Fo
or all your access control
an
nd door hardware
solutions
Electric Strikes
Deadlocking Bolts
● Waterproof Keypads
● Compact Shearlocks
● Deadlocks & Deadlatches
● Lo
ock Accessories
● Tr
ransom Door Closers
● Vortex Magnets
●
●

01202 676262
info@alpro.co.uk
w w w. a l p ro . c o . u k

www.profinder.eu

Email: mehreen.haroon@profinder.eu

Colour Applicators

Conservatory Roofs

AN INDUSTRY LEADING
COLOUR COATING SPECIALIST
FOR WINDOWS, DOORS AND
ROOFLINE
ANY COLOUR IN 5 DAYS

Get a FREE Quote
on 01924 454856
or visit
kolorseal.co.uk

Audio Window Systems

Glass Handling

Baypole Jacks
You can buy jacking kits from as
little as £6.00 each (subject to
order). Kits manufactured to fit
most systems with various loadings.
Top and bottom adjustments meet
Fensa requirements.

£6.00 each
Jacking kits for £

Flyscreens

Systems Duraflex, Swish24/7, Eurocell,
Status, Synseal, Kommerling, Veka

CAP DESIGNS LIMITED

Ref: Fab11

53 Pound Lane Central,
Basildon, Essex, SS15 4EX
Phone: 0844 4772505
Fax: 0871 2214305
E-mail: capjacking@aol.com
Web: www.capdesigns.co.uk

Corner Protectors
“Technically the best way
to toe and heel glass”

Corner protectors • Flat,Bridge,Wedge and Frame Packers • Locking wedges • Run up blocks • Flexible corner wedges
For more information or to find your local stockists visit:
glazpart.com/products/glazing-accessories/
or call 01295 264533 to speak with one of the team.

Profile Bending
Machinery

G.M.FORMERS
DRY PVCU PROFILE BENDING
HIGH SPEC FORMERS FOR ALL PROFILES
t: +44(0)1744 24256
f: +44(0)1744 24279
e: geoff@gmformers.com
w: www.gmformers.com

Window openers

PROFINDER

Profile Bending

Tel: 07932 243 008
Email: mehreen.haroon@profinder.eu

Planning Consultants
Spares for Repairs

Profile Bending

Window Bags & Display Cases

Window Protection Film

Andywrap® Masking Film
The No.1 UK leading Window Protector

• FREE NEXT DAY DELIVERY
(NO MINIMUM ORDER)
“Our in-depth knowledge, attention
to detail and friendly service make
Curved Frame Specialists the ideal
choice to build your custom frames.”

■ PVCU profi
file
i bending arch
and angle specialists
■ 7-10 working day turn
around
■ Over 20 years experience
■ Competitive prices

• AVAILABLE IN CLEAR
OR BLUE
• SOLVENT BASED ACRYLIC
(BEST YEAR-ROUND ADHESIVE)

• SUPPLYING THE GLAZING
INDUSTRY FOR OVER 25 YEARS

Call Freephone:

0800 0850006

sales@andywrap.net

Alitherm Heritage

The perfect solution for sensitive refurbishment and
renovation projects.
Market leading aluminium windows that deliver not only
the aesthetics required for sensitive Victorian and Art deco
refurbishment projects, but also the thermal efficiency that
is demanded by developers, architects, planners and building
occupiers.
•

Signature slim profiles and sightlines associated with
traditional steel doors and windows.

•

Outstanding thermal performance.

•

Available in a number of formats, including fixed-pane,
top-hung and side-hung casement. Doors are also
available in this range.

•

All available with a full suite of hardware options
synonymous with Victorian and Art Deco styles including
‘Monkey Tail’ and ‘Bulb’.

Also in Aluminium:
Bi-Fold Doors

Vertical Sliders

Call us now for enquiries :
Tel : 01296 668899
Fax now for a quotation : 01296 668450
or email : enquiries@garrardwindows.co.uk
Visit our website :

www.garrardwindows.co.uk

We pride ourselves on our reliability

